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Abstract

The increasing mobile technology raises a new paradigm
of people-centric sensing using today’s smartphones.
Towards this paradigm, we present “CoSoBlue”, a novel
framework for Bluetooth based social sensing. In
CoSoBlue, we propose novel Bluetooth semantic and
statistical features, in addition to count and similarity
features, and apply these discriminative features to infer
context and compute sociability. We evaluate CoSoBlue
on two Bluetooth datasets: (1) the longitudinal MIT
friend-and-family dataset with 9+ millions records, and
(2) a new 2-month dataset with ground-truth labels
collected using our own developed Android app. Our
primilinary experiments show CoSoBlue’s e�cacy on
Bluetooth based social and context sensing.
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Introduction

Traditional applications of Bluetooth focus on short-range
peer-to-peer file exchange and indoor positioning in
combination with Wi-Fi signals. Thanks to the
proliferation of smartphones with embedded Bluetooth
sensor, it is now possible to analyze Bluetooth readings to

Figure 1: A user’s five+ months
Bluetooth data
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Figure 2: A user’s one month
Bluetooth data
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Figure 3: A user’s one week
Bluetooth data

capture people’s daily-life proximity information. Such
proximity data can be leveraged in many context
awareness areas such as context recognition [4], group
discovery [2], social and friendship analysis [3], and crowd
estimation [5]. Following this trend, in this paper, we
further analyze Bluetooth data for people-centric sensing,
with the focus of the social perspective.

Bluetooth Data Collection and Description – This paper
studies two Bluetooth datasets: (1) the MIT Friend and
Family project [1], and (2) a new Samsung dataset
collected using Samsung Galaxy S3 phones. Each
Bluetooth scan record consists of a timestamp, device
information, and Bluetooth signal strength (RSSI). Device
information includes device Mac address, device class
(e.g., computer, printer, phone) and device name when
available. Table 1 shows some data examples of Bluetooth
readings.

Table 1: The examples of Bluetooth readings

Unix Time device MacAddress device name device class RSSI

1346201663 8C:C8:CD:C4:65:12 Tom’s Macbook Pro Laptop -76
1346201663 58:55:CA:FF:4F:AA Bob’s Galaxy III Smartphone -78
1346201668 60:C5:47:22:A8:36 John’s iPhone Smartphone -83
... ... ... ... ...

Initial Bluetooth Observations – Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
plot examples of Bluetooth data, where the X-axis is time
duration, Y-axis is the unique Bluetooth device ID with
increasing order (smaller IDs appear earlier in time). Fig.
1 is an active user in the MIT dataset from 2010/10 to

2011/03. In total, this user observed 7301 unique
Bluetooth devices. Fig. 2 shows one month of data for a
user in our Samsung dataset; and Fig. 3 shows the same
user’s data over one week. From these plots, we identify
following initial observations:

• The number of unique Bluetooth devices observed
increase over time as the user encounters more
people and devices.

• Bluetooth readings have a large percentage of
device repetition and periodic patterns, e.g. weekly
patterns in Fig. 2 and daily patterns in Fig. 3. This
means users frequently meet with fixed groups of
people (e.g., family or colleagues). For example,
Fig. 3 shows examples of stable and periodic
Bluetooth devices in weekdays, while the devices on
weekends are much more irregular.

• The devices show di↵erent growth patterns on
di↵erent users at di↵erent days. E.g., Fig. 2 has a
rapid Bluetooth growth at 10/27 when the user was
shopping at a crowded mall full of Bluetooth
devices. This pattern does not occur on other days.

Objectives and Contributions – These initial observations
demonstrate the potential of Bluetooth data in social
sensing. This paper exploits such potential in CoSoBlue
with following contributions,

• Context Inference with Bluetooth: CoSoBlue
analyzes features such as number of nearby devices
and device semantics (e.g. smartphone or
computer) to infer typical daily contexts such as
o�ce, meeting, lunch, commute, and home.

• Sociability Computation with Bluetooth:

CoSoBlue also analyzes Bluetooth features to
quantify user’s sociability. If a user’s Bluetooth
device entropy is always high (indicating user
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frequently meets new people), we consider the user
to be more “social” compared to others.
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Figure 4: CoSoBlue Framework
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Figure 5: One-day Bluetooth
readings with context tags

• Extensive evaluation: We evaluate CoSoBlue using
two large sets of Bluetooth data from smartphones:
one is the MIT friend-and-family data with
9,419,631 records of Bluetooth records from 145
users, and the other one is our Samsung dataset
collected in 2 months with 192 ground-truth labels
of daily context.

CoSoBlue Approach

Fig. 4 shows the main architecture of our CoSoBlue
approach which consists of three tiers: (1) at the bottom
tier, raw longitudinal Bluetooth readings are collected. As
time progresses, the number of unique Bluetooth devices
increases; (2) at the middle tier, Bluetooth data is divided
into small units and clustered into di↵erent contexts.
Furthermore, neighboring clusters are smoothed into
individual complete contexts; (3) at the top tier,
“Bluetooth entropy” is computed using pre-inferred
individual contexts, and such entropy can be hereinafter
used to quantify the sociability of a user: e.g., (a)
whether the user actively works with more people in o�ce
time, or mostly works alone; (b) whether the user is open
and active in spare time to meet new people (‘strangers’),
or mostly playing with a small fixed group of
familiar/close people.

Bluetooth Feature Calculation – We define a ‘Bluetooth
Unit’ as a minimal window size to capture Bluetooth
features, with two main types: (1) Features of

Bluetooth Readings – These are features directly
computed from the Bluetooth records inside a unit. It
includes count features (F

count

) that have been largely
used in the literature; entropy features (F

entropy

) that
indicate the device diversity in the unit, and semantic

features (F
semantic

) that indicate the device class and
name. Compared to F

count

and F
entropy

, F
semantic

is less
studied in the literature. (2) Features of Bluetooth

Similarity – The features (F
similarity

) are dedicated to
measure the stability of two adjacent Bluetooth units,
based on various similarity metrics such as Jaccard index
and cosine similarity. The detailed features are
summarized in Table 2.

Context Inference – Fig. 5 shows one day of Bluetooth
data with associated contexts. We can observe the
correlation between Bluetooth data and the ground-truth
labels, e.g., (1) Bluetooth readings at home are much
more stable compared to the o�ce ones; (2) The same
type of contexts share similar Bluetooth readings, e.g.,
two ‘a:cubicle’ context instances; (3) Di↵erent contexts at
the o�ce can be detected using the variation of Bluetooth
readings, especially these short-term contexts appearing
between longer-term contexts, e.g., ‘b:lunch’ between the
two ‘a:cubicle’ contexts and ‘d:break’ between the two
‘c:meeting’ contexts. CoSoBlue analyzes the Bluetooth
unit features, segments the long Bluetooth sequence into
individual contexts, and infers the context label via
supervised learning on features.

Sociability Computation – We further analyze Bluetooth
similarity/diversity between di↵erent users in their
contexts (e.g., working-time at o�ce, spare-time at
weekend). CoSoBlue applies clustering algorithms (e.g.,
k-mean) to group users based on their “sociability profile”
from a 7⇥ 24 Bluetooth Entropy map. For 53 selected
users with massive Bluetooth data in the MIT dataset, we
can compute 4 representative user types using k = 4, as
shown in Fig. 6: (1) UserCluster1 has high entropy at
daytime during working days and very low entropy in spare
time including evenings and weekends; (2) UserCluster2
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Table 2: The detailed summary of Bluetooth features

Symbol Definition Description

Bluetooth Counter Features

(F
count

)

N

all

|{r
t1 , · · · , rt2}| the total number of Bluetooth readings in current unit U

w

N

unique

|unique{r
t1 , · · · , rt2}| the number of unique Bluetooth Mac addresses in U

w

N

new

|N
unique

(U
w

) � N

unique

(U
w�1)| the new Bluetooth devices appearing in current unit compared to previous one

Bluetooth Entropy Features

(F
entropy

)

E

basic

�
P

p

i

⇤ logp

i

the entropy of Bluetooth readings that indicates the diversity of devices

rssi

avg

avg(RSSI(U
w

)) the average RSSI signal strength values
rssi

var

var(RSSI(U
w

)) the variance of the RSSI signal strength values

E

rssi

�
P

p

0
i

⇤ logp

0
i

the weighted entropy that considers the RSSI signal strength in computing E

Bluetooth Semantic Features
(F

semantic

)

sem

major

hP
maj1 , Pmaj2 , · · · , Pmaj

m

a

i the vector indicates the percentage/distribution of Bluetooth device major class,
e.g., Computer, Phone, Network Access Point, Wearable

sem

minor

hP
min1 , Pmin2 , · · · , Pmin

m

b

i the vector indicates the percentage/distribution of Bluetooth device minor class,
e.g., Computer (server, PC, laptop, tablet), Phone (smartphone, cellular)

sem

name

hP
name1 , Pname2 , · · · , Pname

m

c

i the massive vector indicates the percentage of each Bluetooth device’s appearance
e.g. hTom’s Macbook Pro, Bob’s Galaxy III, John’s iPhonei in Table 1

sem

topic

hP
topic1 , Ptopic2 , · · · , Ptopic

m

k

i the computed probability vector of m
k

topics of a unit
based on the inside devices names using the topic model like LDA

Unit Stability/Similarity Features

(F
similarity

)

S

jaccard

N

unique

(U
w

\U

w�1)

N

unique

(U
w

[U

w�1) stability based on the Jaccard index (similarity coe�cient) of unique devices

S

cosine

sem(U
w

)·sem(U
w�1)

||sem(U
w

)||⇥||sem(U
w�1)|| cosine similarity based on the semantic vector (e.g., Bluetooth device class or name)

also keeps relatively higher entropy in working daytime,
but is more “social” most of the time compared to
UserCluster1 ; (3) UserCluster3 , on the contrary, has
lower entropy at working daytime compared to other time;
and (4) UserCluster4 has no significant high entropy time
(“relatively social period”) observed in the 7⇥ 24 map.
Therefore, such Bluetooth entropy map can take an active
role in quantifying user’s sociability.

UserCluster1

UserCluster2

UserCluster3

UserCluster4

Figure 6: Bluetooth entropy
map (7 days⇥ 24 hours )

Conclusion

This paper presented preliminary results from CoSoBlue, a
novel social sensing framework for context inference and
sociability computation using Smartphone’s Bluetooth
sensor. We demonstrate CoSoBlue’s e�cacy in social
sensing, enabled by building a set of discriminative
entropy and semantic features. Thanks to these advanced
features, CoSoBlue is able to gain better performance in
inferring contexts compared to state-of-the-art and
identifying sociability. In future, we plan to evaluate
CoSoBlue over new longitudinal datasets with more

context ground-truth labels, and validate with real social
profile from the user.
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